
Our opposition had only won one of their six 
games.....but 
 surely not with this 11. It was a tight affair with 
both defences 
 cancelling out the opposing teams threats. Mark 
broke through but his shot was 
 well parried away. It was going to be a set piece to 
break the 
 deadlock....and from a corner gained from excellent 
pressure and interplay 
a trade mark Grant Harris headed goal hit the back of 
the net. They 
 came back into the game but were kept at bay until 
near the end of the first 
 half. Then their nippy winger managed to keep the 
ball in before the 
 byline when all else had given it up. He pulled it 
back nicely and it 
 was met by their striker running in on goal to tap 
home. 1-1 at halftime. 
 A sound team talk from Grant and Greg at half time. 
No panic but the 
 importance of the three points was acknowledged by 
the team. This was 
 further showed by everyone's work rate remaining 
high. Mark and James up 
 front closed down the opposition and the midfield 
started to boss the game and 
 with Crispin following on from Jevon their remained 
an injection of 
 pace to assist our strikers. Mike's constant 
harassing of the 
 opposition...sticking to his man was getting to them 
too.  
The next goal was going to be so important and it 
deserved to go to us. 
 We applied pressure but just the final ball eluded 
us. Then a snapshot 
 from the edge of the area was only forced onto the 
post by their 
 keeper who up until then was having a good game. 
Crispin was the first to 
 react and he fired home the rebound. 2-1 to Eggs. 
 
Now if anything our determination and work rate 
actually increased. We 
 wanted this win and despite some late pressure held 
on.   
 
Well done boys. Not only for the good win but for the 
work effort and 



 team spirit. Let's keep it up. 


